$10.00 REBATE
MUSHKIN P/N

NEWEGG P/N

UPC NUMBER

991643
991770
996585
996643
996825

20-226-018
20-226-094
20-146-740
20-226-019
20-226-122

873648005535
873648007232
873648004675
873648005542
873648008147

Purchase any Mushkin product listed above from newegg.com or newegg.ca between
10/27/2010 and 11/4/2010 .
You must provide a copy of the original store identified sales receipt showing purchase
between 10/27/2010 and 11/4/2010.
Pre-register online @ www.mushkin.rebateaccess.com for faster processing.

submit to:

Enclose the original UPC (see above) cut away from module packaging.

$10.00MIR@ Newegg

Must be postmarked by 11/25/2010 to qualify.

PO Box 22092

Handwriting (email address included) must be legible for your claim to be processed

Tempe, AZ 85285

Promotion # 34970
Mushkin multiproduct promotion

PLEASE BE SURE TO MAKE COPIES OF ALL DOCUMENTATION

Name ____________________________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State ________________ Zip _________________
E-Mail Address __________________________(used only for rebate status notification)

If you would like to receive future
notifications of Mushkin promotions
please check the box.
Opt In

Terms and Conditions
This mail in rebate offer is valid only with purchases between 10/27/2010 and 11/4/2010 for products listed above by an end user customer at www.newegg.com or newegg.ca.
Eligible Participants
Only the actual purchaser of the qualifying product may participate. End User must keep copies of all materials sent. Materials received become the property of Mushkin and will
not be returned. Please allow 12-14 weeks for processing from the time your claim was received.
Restrictions
Mushkin is not responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail. It is illegal to submit multiple rebate requests for the same product purchased. Use of multiple addresses or PO
Boxes to obtain multiple rebate requests is fraudulent and could result in federal prosecution under the U.S. Mail Fraud Statutes (18 USC, Sections 1341-1342). Only one rebate
per qualifying purchase and limit one rebate per household. Valid while supplies last for purchases made in the 50 United States, Puerto Rico and Canada. All rebate checks
will be paid in U.S. Dollars. This offer cannot be combined with any other offer. Promotion is void were prohibited or restricted by law. Requests from groups or organizations will
not be honored. No reproductions of UPC codes accepted. Mushkin reserves the right to modify or withdraw this promotion at any time. WARNING: Mushkin Products may not
be returned for refund once the rebate form has been submitted. Failure to submit any of the requested documentation will delay or prevent the rebate issuance. Mushkin also
reserves the right to interpret the rules of this promotion at its sole discretion and all decisions made by Mushkin are final. Mushkin is not responsible for any liabilities, taxes or
expenses incurred by end user as a result of this promotion. Rebates postmarked after 11/25/2010 will be denied. To follow up on rebate status go to www.status-now.com or
call 1-888-941-2913.

